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Last night, it rained so hard that water overflowed the river banks.

The villagers got excited and started fishing!
Thao Thong fished with a hook and line, and caught a big striped snakehead fish.
Nang Khambai fished with a fishing cage and caught a silver barb.
Nang Bouakhaos fishing net caught shrimp.
Grandfather Boun used a cast net to catch an Asian red-tailed catfish.
Thao Kood fished with gillnets and caught mud crabs.
Grandmother Pheng fished with lift nets and caught river carp.
Uncle Khampiew used a trap and caught catfish.
Aunt Khamsouk went spin fishing and caught a broadhead walking catfish.
Thao So fished with a pole and line and caught a basa fish.
At noon, the villagers enjoyed their catch. They cooked all the fish and had lunch together by the river.
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Fishing in My Village
(English)

This picture book describes various fishing techniques – from fishing with traditional rods to using nets. The entire village in this story has gone for fishing. Let’s go fish with them!

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.
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